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Introduction. For the past twenty-five years much of global differential geom-

etry and topology has centered around what we now call differential topology.

Much emphasis has been placed on those mathemathical ideas (vector bundles,

their characteristic classes, and general position arguments) which depend only

on the differentiable structure of manifolds and maps. In particular the work

of Whitney and Thorn (see Levine [1] and Whitney [l]-[6]) belong to that domain.

Our principal aim in this paper is to show that the tools of differential topology

can be suitably modified to become applicable to differential geometry. Our

second goal is to use these tools to investigate some "higher-order" problems

in differential geometry (that is, problems involving derivatives of order greater

than 1).

We will assume that all manifolds discussed in this introduction are C°° and

satisfy the second axiom of countability. Furthermore we will use the words

smooth, differentiable, and C00 interchangeably.

The first problem encountered in such a program, is the one of finding the

"natural" objects on which to build the theory. Of utmost importance is the fact

that the theory of linear connections, central to differential geometry, must be

built into these objects in a relatively meaningful way. The best objects that

we found for this task were Pohl's (see Pohl [1]) pth order tangent bundles TP(X),

where X is a smooth manifold. The first section contains the definition of TP(Z)

and a résumé of their important properties. One of the important facts is the fact

that the TpiX) satisfy the following short exact sequences of vector bundles:

(£,)0 - TpiX) -> Tp+ yiX) -+ 0 p+1TyiX) -> 0,

where 0P denotes the p-fold symmetric tensor product of vector bundles. Of equal

importance is the fact that iff : X -* Y is a smooth map there is induced a vector

bundle homomorphism Tpif): TpiX)-+TpiY) covering /.

Probably the most important aspect of this approach is that some connection

theory can be built into it. It is a classical result (see Ambrose, Singer, and Palais

[1]) that splittings of the exact sequence 0-> TyiX)-+ T2iX)^02TyiX)-+0 are

in 1-1 correspondence with symmetric linear connections on X. It is not hard
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to define linear connections on Tp(X) with some additional properties, called

pth order dissections and then to prove that the pth order dissections are in 1-1

correspondence with splittings of the sequence

0 - Tp(X) -» Tp+ y(X) -> 0P+ lTt(X) -* 0.

The second section is devoted to this theory.

Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimensions n and JV respectively. Let

(D(k)), fc = l,2, ■••, be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. Let C(X, Y)

denote the set of smooth maps from X to Y with a suitably strong topology,

strong enough to insure that the immersions of X in Y are open in C(X, Y). For

each k let D(k) also denote the map from Tk+X(Y) to Tk(Y) which splits

0- Tt(T)-> Tk+x(Y)^0k+1Tx(Y)-*0,

induced by the kth order dissection L>(t). We can then form the map

Dp = ß(1) •■• D(p_1): Tp(Y) -> TX(Y). Hence for each fe C(X, Y) we have a vector

bundle homomorphism DpTp(f): Tp(X)^Tx(Y) covering /. The map DpTp(f)

is called the pth order osculating map of f with respect to the dissections

(Dm), fe = 1,2,—, on Y. It is to the study of the maps DpTp(f) and the bundle

Tp(X) that we intend to apply the concepts of differential topology.

Let us fix the above data. The first question anyone familiar with Whitney's

work (see Whitney [1]) would ask is whether there exists an fe C(X, Y) such that

DPTp(f): TP(X)^TX(Y) is of maximal rank on each fiber. If Y = RN, if the

splittings D{k) axe given by the linear structure on RN, and if N is very much larger

than the fiber dimension of TP(X) Pohl gives an answer in the affirmative (Pohl

[1, Theorem 2.4]). However using more powerful techniques we achieve the

following result. If N ^ fiber dim(Tp(X)) + n or if N g fiber dim(Tp(Z)) - n

then the set of fe C(X, Y) such that DpTp(f) is of maximal rank on each fiber, is

open and dense in C(X, Y) (see §6). Pohl also poses a special case of the following

problem: Let f0, and fx e C(X, Y) such that DpTp(f0) and DpTp(fy) axe of maximal

rank on each fiber. Does there exist a smooth homotopy ft: X -* Y, te [0,1],

such that DpTp(f): Tp(X) -► T(Y) is of maximal rank on each fiber. If all the /,

are immersions such a homotopy is called a pth order regular homotopy. Our

techniques yield the following results. If f0 and fy axe homotopic immersions and

if N Sï fiber dixn(Tp(X)) + n + 1 then f0 and ft axe pth order regularly homotopic;

and if fo and fy axe regularly homotopic immersions, and if JV | fiber

dim(Tp(Z)) — n - 1 then f0 and fy are pth order regularly homotopic (see §7).

Rather than proving these results directly, we prove them as corollaries of a

general transversality theorem. Probably the clearest way of proving such theorems

is to use a very useful abstraction of Thorn's "strong" transversality theorem

due to R. Abraham (see Abraham [1]). Abraham points out the crucial prop-

erties needed for such theorems to be true and thereby eliminates much of the
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confusion surrounding such theorems. §§4 and 5 are devoted to the statement

and proof of the main transversality theorem and some of its easy corollaries.

§§8 and 9 are devoted to proving some easy (and in some cases quite trivial)

corollaries of the main theorems of §§6 and 7 in order to give us a better geometric

grasp of the maps DpTpif) and the bundles TpiX). A brief discussion of the charac-

teristic classes and classifying maps of the Tp(X) is included in §8. Finally the paper

concludes with some counter-examples which indicate that the theorems of §6

are optimal. In particular these examples tell us that the "higher-order counter-

part" of Whitney's (2n — 1) immersion theorem (Theorem 6 of Whitney [6])

is false.

The second part of this paper will apply this machinery, in particular the trans-

versality theorem, to the study of some "Riemannian singularities." In particular

the parabolic submanifold and the umbilic points of immersed hypersurfaces in RN

will be discussed.

A more complete outline of this paper has appeared as a research announcement

in the September, 1963 edition of the Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society. Since then we have changed the expression "pth order symmetric linear

connection" of the research announcement to the words "pth order dissection"

used above.

I would like to give special thanks to my advisor, Professor James Eells, for

his patience, continued interest and many helpful suggestions. I would like to

thank William Pohl for writing Pohl [1], as the ideas in his thesis greatly enriched

my own and provided a foundation for much of the material in this thesis. Finally,

I would like to thank I. Porteous for his interest and especially for bringing the

work of Pohl to my attention.

0. Notations and conventions.

(a) All manifolds discussed in this paper will be finite dimensional and all

the connected components of a given manifold will have the same dimension.

The manifolds will satisfy the second axiom of countability and will be of class Cx

We will use the adjectives smooth or differentiable to connote a manifold, or a map

between manifolds of class C°°.

(b) If X and Y are smooth manifolds we will denote by Ck(X, Y) the set of

smooth maps from X to Y with the "fine" C^-topology, and C(X, Y) the set of

smooth maps with the fine C°°-topology. This topology is merely the union of all

the open sets of the C*-topologies. It is a topology because it coincides with

the inverse limit topology on C(X, Y) viewing the Ck(X, Y) with the obvious

inclusion maps as an inverse mapping system. For further details on this topology

we refer the reader to the appendix at the end of this paper. This appendix includes

a proof of the fact that C(X, Y) is a Baire space in the fine topology. All the

theorems in this paper are stated in their "c00" form; it is clear that they are also

true "C*" for k sufficiently large. The k can be determined by counting the
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number of derivatives used, and comparing that number with the restrictions

imposed by the Sard theorem.

(c) If | = {n : E -* X} is a smooth vector bundle we will denote by S(Ç) the

space of smooth sections of £ topologized as a subset of C(X, E). We will denote

by F(X) the space of smooth real-valued functions C(X,R). We will also denote

the total space of the tangent vector bundle over a smooth manifold X by Tt(X)

or T(X).

(d) If £ = (n : E -* X) is a smooth vector bundle, we will mean by a linear

(affine) connection on ^ a covariant derivative, i.e., a map

D:S(Ty(X))xS(E)^S(E)

such that

(1) Dfx+Sye = fDxe + gDye      for every e e S(E), fge F(X)

and x,yeS(Ty(X)).

(2) DJe = fDxe + x(f)e     for every x e S(Ty(X)), e e S(E),

feF(X) and x(f) is evaluation of

the vector field x on the function /.

(e) If X is a smooth manifold denote by F the sheaf of germs of smooth func-

tions on X. If U cz X let T(U,*) represent the section functor for sheaves. Let

F(U) = T(U,F). If Z, = (%:E^X) is a smooth vector bundle over X, let E be

the sheaf of germs of smooth cross-sections of £. E is a sheaf of £-modules. It is

clear that T(U,E) is an F(U)-module and that T(X,E) = S(E) and is an F(X)-

module. For a full account of this "dialogue" between smooth vector bundles

and their sheaves of germs of smooth sections we refer the reader to Koszul's

notes (Koszul [1, p. 81]).

(f) Let Ç = (n: E -» X) and n = (n':E'-+ Y) be smooth vector bundles. Denote

by Horn (£,17) (or by an abuse of notation Horn (£,£')) the vector bundle over

X X Y whose fiber over the point (x,y)eX X Y is the vector space Horn (Ex, E'y).

This set is made into a vector bundle in the obvious way. Let D : X -> X x X be

the diagonal map, and let £ = (n: E-*X) and n = (n': E'-*X) be smooth

vector bundles. We shall denote by Hom(£,£')|X the bundle D~'(Horn(£,£'))

where D_1( ) means the "pull back" of the bundle over X x X, to a bundle

over X. This latter bundle (the one we denoted by Hom(£,£')|X) is the bundle

more usually denoted by Horn (£,£')•

(g) The following number appears very frequently in our work, so we have set

aside a special notation for it. Let

njn + 1)                n(n+l)(w + 2)(.-)(n + p-l)
v(n,p) = n +-=-+ ••• +--}-——-.

z p.

(h) Let Ç = (n: £->X) be a smooth vector bundle. Then we denote by 0P£

the p-fold symmetric tensor product of £ with itself. Let n = (n': £'-»• Y) be
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another vector bundle, we connote by the expression "#:£-►£' is a vector

bundle homomorphism covering / : X -* Y," the commutative diagram of smooth

maps where g maps each fiber Ex linearly into the fiber E'f,x) :

(i) Let A be a smooth manifold. Let N be a submanifold of X, and let i : N -* X

be the inclusion map. We say that JV is a regular submanifold if i is a diffeo-

morphism into.

(j) Let X be a smooth manifold, and let 31 = (eb¡, U¡), i = 1,2, • • -, be a countable

atlas for X. We say that 31 is an admissible atlas if

1. ebi(U)^R»;

2. the open unit balls B¡ (B¡ = ebx 1 (unit ball in R")) cover X;

3. the covering (U), i = 1, 2, •••, is locally finite.

1. pth order tangent bundles. In this section we will review some facts about

the pth order tangent bundles. For a more complete discussion we refer the reader

to Pohl [1].

Definition 1.1. Let A" be a smooth manifold of dimension n. Let U be a co-

ordinate neighborhood of X with coordinate functions ixy,---,x„). Let xeU, and

let dk¡dxh---dx¡k\x represent the linear functional which sends /ef(t/) into

dkf¡dxh---dxik\x. Let us fix p^ 1. Let Tp(X)x be the real vector space spanned

by the linear functionals {dk/dxíí---dx¡k\x, 1 á k£p, 1 :£ it *£ ••• íí it^ n}.

These functionals are clearly linearly independent. Let TPLY) = U»«*^#C^)*'

Let F be a coordinate neighborhood of x with coordinate functions iyy,---,y„)

such that x e ü" O K We can give TpiX) the structure of a smooth vector bundle,

if we relate the functionals {dkjdxh---dxikL, 1 g fcá p, 1 -g fx <£ ••• -g ifc ̂ n} to

functionals {37<ty„"-3},y.|.c, Iz^sz^p, 1 ^7, ;£ ••• 5^ ^ n} by the obvious

formula given by the chain rule for partial derivatives. TpiX) is called the pth order

tangent bundle of X. The fiber dimension of Tp(X) is v(«, p).

Remarks. Let .Y be a smooth manifold of dimension n.

(a) Let J^LYL. denote the p-]ets of smooth functions of X into K, which take

the point xeX into the point OeR. Let J[f\X) = U^x-Z^PO* be the corre-

sponding bundle of p-jets. It is not hard to show that TJfX) s J0PXX)*.

(b) Let U be a coordinate neighborhood of X, with coordinate functions

ixy,---,x„). Then the F(I/)-module T(Í7, Tp(X)) is free with the partial differential

operators {dk¡dxil---dxik, 1 g fe^ P. 1 û h á ••• á i* ̂  n} as a basis.

Definition 1.2. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let feCiX, Y). Then /

induces a map /*: F(Y)->F(X) by function composition on the right by /. Let
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TeTp(X)x. We can then define Tp(f)xT = To/*: F(Y)-*R. It is an immediate

consequence of the chain rule that Tp(f)xT e Tp(Y)f(x). Hence the Tp(f)x,xeX

defines a smooth homomorphism of vector bundles Tp(f) which maps TP(X) into

Tp(Y) and covers the map f:X-*Y. The map Tp(f) is called the pth differential

off
Let X be a smooth manifold and let p ^ 2. It is clear that Tp-y(X) is a vector

subbundle of Tp(X). Hence we have a well-defined cokernel Tp(X)ITp_y(X) and

an epimorphism of vector bundles Kp-i'. Tp(X)-+ Tp(X)/Tp_y(X). We now define

a map mp-y:0pTy(X)^ Tp(X)jTp_y(X) as follows. Let U be a coordinate neigh-

borhood of X with coordinates (xy,---,x„). Let mp-1(8/8xil \x o ■■■o 8¡8xip\x)

= np-y(dp/8xil ■■■ 8xip L). It is easy to see that mp-y is an isomorphism of vector

bundles (see Pohl [1, p. 174]). We will throughout the the remainder of this paper

denote the epimorphism m~iyicp^y: TP(X)^0PTy(X) by Pp-y. We will collect

the elementary properties of these bundles and maps in the following proposition.

Proposition 1.3. Let X, Y and Z be smooth manifolds, let fe C(X, Y) and let

geCKZZ).
(a) We have the following short exact sequences of vector bundles, for p 2: 2:

0 -► Tp.y(X)-> Tp(X) —-» 0pTy(X)-> 0
1p-i ^p-i

where Ip-y is the canonical inclusion map.

(b) Tp(gf) = Tp(g)Tp(f), and Tp{fdx) = idr (X).
(c) The following diagram of vector bundles has exact rows and commutes:

I P
0-> Tp_y(X) -^> TJX) -"-4- 0pTx(X)->  0

Tp-y(f) Tp(f)
v

0PTy(f)

0-5- Tp_y(Y) -^4 Tp(Y) -^4 0"^ (Y) - -+ 0.

The proofs of this result are quite easy and can be found in Pohl [1].

Definition 1.4. Let X be a smooth manifold. Let zp = r(A', Tp(X)) = S(Tp(X)).

The elements of ip are called the pth order vector fields of X.

Remarks. Let X be a smooth manifold. Let %p denote the pth order vector

fields on X.

(a) If we apply to a smooth vector bundle the functor which assigns to it its

sheaf of germs of smooth sections and if we then apply to the sheaf of germs of

smooth sections the global section functor, we get the following exact sequence

of F(X) modules:

o —> XP-i -^ xP -^ o^)Zl-> 0.

(b) If x e Xi and if L e xP then we can define an element yL in xP+1 by function

composition in EndR£(X).
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(c) The map Ip-y is just the usual inclusion. The map Pp-y has the

following form. Let itp-y'-Xp~^XplXp-i be the usual coset map. Now define

mp-i'-°F(*)Xi-¥XplXp-i by

JUp-iOCjO -O Xp) = 1lp.yiXyX2--Xp), x¡exy

Then Pp_ y = mplxnp- ». This is a consequence of the manner in which the germs

of sections functor and the global section functor act on vector bundle and sheaf

of module homomorphisms respectively.

2. Dissections.   Throughout this section fix X as a smooth manifold.

Definition 2.1. A pth order dissection (p > 1) on X is a linear connection D

on TpiX) satisfying the following two conditions.

(1) If L e xP-11 and if x e Xi then

DXL = xL.

(2) Let R be the curvature tensor of the connection D, i.e.,

R- Xi A f<x)Xi •* HomF(X)ixp,xp).

Then for every x and yexi, R(x,y) \xP-i -s zero.

In the case p = 1, a first order dissection will be a linear connection on TyiX)

with torsion zero.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a smooth manifold, pth order dissections of X are in

1-1 correspondence with splittings of the short exact sequence of vector bundles

I P
0-> TpiX) —?-> Tp+1(X) —'-+ Op+1TyiX)->   0.

Proof. It is easy to see that splittings of the above sequence are in 1-1 corre-

spondence with splittings of the sheaves of F-modules

I P
o —> tpíx) —p-+ rp+1(X) —£-» op+1t1íx) —>o.

Splittings of this exact sequence of sheaves are in turn in 1-1 correspondence

with splittings of the short exact sequence of F(X)-modules

(*) 0->Xp^^Xp+l-L^op+1Xy->0.

Let Xy, ---,xp+y e y,, and let D be a pth order dissection defined on X. We want

to define eb: iy+1Xi -> XP+i as follows. Let

epiXy   O   -O   Xp+y)=Xy—Xp+y   - DX¡X2 ■ ■ ■ Xp+ y .

Pick fe F(X), then we immediately see that

epifxy o ..-o xp+y) =fepixy o -..o Xp+y).
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Now

<¡>(xy o x2 o x3 o —o xp+y) - <b(x2 o xt o —O Xp+y)

=     LXjjXjJ   "  X3---Xp+y   — DXíX2 •■• Xp+y   + DX2XyX3 ••• Xp+y

= [xl5x2] • x3---xp+1 — DXíDX2x3-- xp+1 + DX2DXíx3 ••■xp+1

= tfW,] - DXlDX2 + DX2DXl)(x3-xp+ y) = 0.

Let i > 1. Then

$(*!  O •••O X¡ O Xi + 1 O •••O Xp+1) — ^»(Xi O .-.O Xy-y O X¡+1 O X¡ O ■••o xp+1)

= XyO  ---O X¡-y   •   [X¡,X¡+y]    '    X¡+2'■-Xp+y — DX¡X2'•'X^ y[X¡,Xl+y}    '    X¡+2-"Xp+1

— Xy-'-Xi-y  •  [X¡,X¡+1]  •  X¡ + 2---Xp+y—Xy   • X2  • X,-!   •  Lx¡>*¡ + lJ   ' X¡ + 2"-Xp + y

= 0.

Heneen is awell-defined map from 0P+Vi into %p+v Finally Pp-(b(xy o ••• o xp+1)

= XjO •■•o xp+1 by the definition of Pp. Hence (b is a splitting.

Conversely, let (b be a splitting of sequence (*). Let feF(X), xexy and Te/P.

We define DXT = x • T - </>Pp(x • T). We first notice that PpDxT = 0 hence

DxTexp- It is easy to see that DfxT =fDxT and DJT = x(f)T +fDxT. There-

fore D is a linear connection on Tp(X). The definition immediately implies that

DxT = x ■ TifTeXp-i- Finally let Texp-1(and yexy. Then

DxDyT-DyDxT-DlXtyiT

= xyT - <bPp(xyT) - yxT + 4>Pp(yxT) - xyT + yxT

= <bPp(yxT-xyT) = (bPp([y,x]T) = 0.

Therefore D is a pth order dissection.

Let (b be a given splitting, and let <b' be splitting induced from the dissection D

induced by <b. Now

<t>'(xy o-oxp+1) = xy-xp + y-DXlx2--xp+y

=    X! ••• Xp+1 — Xy  • X2 ■■■ Xp+y  — Ç>Pp{Xy.xp+1)

=    (b(Xy   O   -O  Xp+y)

by the definition of Pp. Conversely let Dbe a given pth order dissection, and let D'

be the dissection induced from the splitting (b induced by D. Let x,yy,---,ypexy

Then

Kyi-yP= x- yy-yp-<b(xy o y o ••• o yp)

= x-yy-yp-x-yy ■■■ yp + Dxyy -yp = Dxyy -yp.
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We know that xP is generated by linear combinations with coefficients in F(X)

of elements of the form y y ■•■ yk, l^k^p and y¡ e Xy • Due to the fact that both

D and D' are pth order dissections the above relationship implies that D' = D.

This completes our proof.

Theorem 2.3. Let D andD be respectively a p — 1 and a first order dissection

on X. Then D andD induce a pth order dissection on X.

Proof. Let eb: 0pya ->/p be the splitting of the sequence (*) of the last proof,

induced by D. We will now define a map \b: Xy ® 0PXi -*XP+i as follows. Let

xlt—,xp+16Xi, then

lr<iXy®iX20   —O  Xp+y))     =    Xy-   epiX20   ---O   Xp+y)

p+1

- Z ej>ix2 o   .o DXíXi o x;+1 o .-o xp+1).
í = i

It is an easy check to see that \¡/ is a well-defined F(X) linear map. We will now

symmetrize i¡/. Set

p+i     y
feO'"Oí;+1)= £   —:-¡-<AO,®Oi o -o x¡o --oxp+1))

i=l   P    '    *

where *> means that the term is omitted, eb is clearly an F(X)-module homo-

morphism from 0P+1/! into xP+i- That ef> splits the exact sequence of the last

theorem follows from the definition of ep and the definition of eb.

Corollary 2.4. A given first order dissection on X (a symmetric linear con-

nection) induces a pth order dissection on X for all p.

Remark. This last theorem and corollary were also discovered independently

by Pohl (see Pohl [2]) and P. Libermann (Libermann [1]). Theorem 2.2 in the

case p = 1 is the well-known result of Ambrose, Singer, and Palais.

3. /7th order osculating maps and Abraham's transversality theorem. Theorem

2.2 permits us to represent pth order dissections and the unique splitttings of

0^Tp(X)-^Tp+1(X)->0p+1T1(X)->0 which the dissections induce by the

same letter. We will also use that to represent the unique map from Tp+1(X) into

Tp(X) which splits the above exact sequence on the left.

Definition 3.1. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let (D(k)), k = 1,2, •••,

be a sequence of fcth order dissections on Y and let fe C(X, Y). Denote by Dp

the vector bundle homomorphism over Y,D(1) D(2)-..D(p_1): TpiY)->■ TyiY).

The pth order osculating map of f with respect to the dissections (Z)(,l)) is the

mapDpTp(/). It is a vector bundle homomorphism from TP(X) into TyiY) co-

vering /. Let xeX. The pth order osculating space of f at x with respect to the

(Dw) is the vector subspace DpTpif)xiTpiX)x) of TyiY) (x). Whenever no con-
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fusion can arise we will drop our explicit reference to  the dissections (Dm).

Remark. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let D be a symmetric linear

connection on Y. Let (Dw) be the sequence of feth order dissections on Y that D

induces by Theorem 2.3. Let feC(X,Y) and let DpTp(f) be the pth order os-

culating map of f. Let xeX. Let Tx = (ce C(R,X)\c(0) = x). Let ceTx. Let

ut(c) be the tangent vector to c at c(t). Let Vy(c), = Ty(f)ut(c). Let vk(c\ be defined

inductively by Dvac)tvk-y(c)t. Vy(c)„---,vp(c)t are all elements of Ty(Y)f(c(t)). Let

0Sp(x) = {the subspace of Ty(Y)fM spanned by the vectors Vy(c)0,---,vp(c)0,

where c runs through the set Tx}. Pohl shows (in Pohl [2, p. 18]) that 0Sp(x)

= DpTp(f)(Tp(X)x), which is the pth order osculating space of / at x.

Remark. Let Y = RN. Let D be the symmetric linear connection given by the

usual Riemannian structure on RN. Let (Dw) be the sequence of kth order dis-

sections on Y induced by D. Let (yy,---,yN) be the usual global coordinate func-

tions on RN. Then an arbitrary kth order vector field on RN is given by the formula

8s

L= £ a¡t,..¡fyy,--;yN)—--=—, at¡ ,„^eF(RN).
láíiS--é'«SN; 1 ásáfc °v»i "' vy¡s

Then

D*_1L = I Oil ..<.(?» "-iJb)s— -•,...i.,v.ri»      >JN/fiv    .a
lS¡ig...gísgiV; l£s§Jfc-l "/il        °yi,'

That is, D(4_1) sends the highest order derivatives (those of order = fc) into zero.

These two remarks may serve as a bridge between Definition 3.1 and more clas-

sical definitions with which the reader may be familiar.

Before proceeding any further we will finish this section with some definitions

and statements concerning transversality of maps, including a statement of

Abraham's transversality theorem.

Definition 3.2. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds and let N be a smooth

submanifold of Y. Let f:X-+Y be a smooth map. We say that feC(X, Y) is

transverse to N at x e X if either:

(l)fix)tNot

(2)    Ty(N)f(x) +   Ty(f)x(Ty(X)x) =  Ty(Y)f(x),
where Ty(N)j-(x) is the tangent space to N at f(x). We say that / is transverse

to JV if it is transverse to JV at each xeX. We will denote this situation by f(X) rh N.

The following proposition is a trivial consequence of the definitions.

Proposition 3.3. Let K be a submanifold of a smooth manifold Z and let Y

be another smooth manifold. Then Kx Y is a submanifold of ZxY. Let

n: Z x Y -* Z be the projection map.

Let f:X^ZxY be a smooth map of a smooth manifold X into ZxY,

then nf(X)n\Kifand only if f(X)n\K x Y.

Definition 3.4. Let Y be a smooth manifold. A submanifold collection in Y is a

finite union S=Sy U --U Sm of disjoint regular smooth submanifolds S¡ such that
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(i) dim Sk > dim Sk+y, and

(ii) Sk U Sk+1 u ••• u Sm is closed in Y.

The points of Sy are called regular points. The dimension icodimension) of a

submanifold collection will be the dimension (codimension) of its regular points.

Let X be another smooth manifold. A smooth map / : X -> Y is said to be

transverse to S at x e X, if it is transverse to the submanifold Sk containing fix),

or /(x)£ S. Finally if /: X-* Y is transverse to S at each point xeX (denoted

f'X)r\\S), then f~xiS) is a submanifold collection of X,

r1(s)=ri(s)u-yjf-i(sm)

describes a decomposition of S satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above, and

codimS, = codimf1(Si) for i = 1,2, ■■-,m.

Definition 3.5. Let S = Sx U ■■• u Sm be a submanifold collection of RN. Let

dim S¡ = s¡. Let G^* denote the Grassmann manifold of fc-planes through the

origin of Euclidean N-space. Let G¡: S¡ -» GN s. be the Gauss tangential map on S¡.

That is, Gj(x) is the parallel translate of the s,-plane through x given by Ty(S¡)x

through the origin. G¡ is a smooth map for each i. Let y e Sk, k> 1. Let (x¡) be a

sequence of points of Sj, j < k which converges to y. Let us look at the set

{Gjix)} = {pj. {pj is an infinite sequence of points in GN , and hence it must

have a cluster point. Let C({p¡}) be the set of such cluster points. Let p e C({p¡}).

We would like p to contain Gkiy) as a hyperplane through the origin. If this is

the case for all arbitrary sequences of points {x¡} contained in Sj, and converging

to y, and for all Sj, j < k, we say the submanifold collection S is cohesive at y.

If this is true for all y e S2 U • • • U Sm, then we say that the submanifold collection

S is cohesive.

Let S = S1U-USI be a submanifold collection of Y. Let y e Sk for k> 1.

Then we say that S is cohesive at y if there exists a coordinate neighborhood

(I/, eb) of y, such that eb(U n JV) is cohesive at 0OO- If S is cohesive at all

v e S2 U ••■ U S(, then we say that S is cohesive.

Remark. If M is a closed submanifold with boundary of a smooth manifold Y,

then it is easy to see that M is a cohesive submanifold collection of Y, as

M = Int (M) U Bd (M). We have described the property of being cohesive in terms

ofa given "decomposition" of a point set S, as a manifold collection S=St KJ---Sk.

It is possible that a given point set S have two decompositions into submanifold

collections, one of which is cohesive, and another one which isn't. For example

consider the point set S consisting of the xj-plane and the z-axis in R3. Then S

has the following decomposition : S — (xy-plane — {0}) u z-axis, and

S = ixy-plane — {0}) u (z-axis — {0}) U {0}. The first decomposition is not

cohesive, while the second one is. The following generalization of Thorn's and

Whitney's transversality theorems partially motivates our interest in cohesive

submanifold collections.
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Proposition 3.6. Leí X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let S = S1U-.-uSm

be a submanifold collection in Y. Let

B = {feC(X,Y)\f(X)rhS}.

(a) // codimS > dimX, then B is open and dense in C(X, Y).

(b) // S is a cohesive submanifold collection of Y, then B is open and dense

in C(X, Y).

Proof. Let N <zz Y be a regular submanifold of Y. Let Nc be a compact subset

of Y, which is contained in N, and let X be a compact subset of X.

Let AKN = {fe C(X, Y)\f is transverse to Nc at each xeK}. The standard

techniques tell us that AK>Ne is open and dense in C(X, Y). The Baire category

theorem then yields the "dense" statements, of part (a) and (b), as well as the

density of the set B, under the condition that S be either a regular submanifold,

or a finite disjoint family of regular submanifolds with no additional assumptions.

The "open" statement of part (a) is a triviality. Hence the only thing at all new

here is the "openness" statement of part (b).

Let us adopt the following notations. Let Sk = SkyJSk+1 U ■•• uSm, let

dimSj = Sj, let GNk be the Grassmannian defined in 3.5, and let N = dim Y.

Let it: J(X, Y) -*■ X x Y be the fiber bundle of 1-jets of maps from X to Y. As is

well known, tt-1(x x y) is just the set of linear maps from TyiX)x into TyiY)r

Let L be a linear subspace of TyfY)y, we say that a e J(X, Y)(x y) is transverse

toLif

aiTyiX)x) + L = Ty'Y\.

Let {x, y)eX x S, then yeSk for a unique k. Then there exists a closed

subset Kxycz n~1ix,y) such that aeKxy if and only if a is not transverse to

TyiSk)y. Let K = [^)(Xty) e x x s K-x.y ■ If we can show that K is closed we have com-

pleted our proof.

Let ik¡) be a sequence of points in K converging to k. To show that k e K,

let nik¡) — ix¡, y¡) and let tt(/c) = (x, y). We know y¡ -* y and that x¡ -* x ; further-

more yeS because S is closed. If y e Sy, we can pick a coordinate neighborhood

U of y such that U n S2 = 0, and U n S y is a hyperplane of dimension $t. In

this case it is easy to see that keKxy. The second case is when there exists

but a finite number of distinct y, unequal to y. Then pick a coordinate neigh-

borhood U ofy, which excludes all these y¡. Hence the k¡ of interest are all elements

of \^j ~eX K~y, which is locally isomorphicto U xXj,, where U is a coordinate

neighborhood of x e X. Hence this set is closed and therefore keKxy.

The case of interest is the one where there exists an infinite number of yh and

y $ S y. Assume y e Sk, k> 1, hence there exists a coordinate neighborhood U of y

such that U C\Sk+1 = 0. Now the {y¡} can be partitioned into sequences

{y,- }, •■•, {yifc}» such that {yit} <zz Sy,---,{yik}<zz Sk, at least one of which is infinite.
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If the sequence {yik} is infinite (distinct too), then the corresponding kik can be

shown to converge to K in the same manner as in case 1. So the last open case

is the one where {y¡} is an infinite number of distinct points of Sj and j ^ k.

We are interested in the subsequence n~1(xi.,yif) = ktj which converges to k.

If ae7i-1(x,j0 is not transverse to a subspace of Ty(Y)y containing Ty(Sk)y,

then it is not transverse to Ty(Sk)y. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood

of y. Let Gj-. SjCMJ ->GNs. be the associated Gauss map. Now let

Pi. = Gj(y¡.)eGN s.. Let F be a coordinate neighborhood of xeX, and let

y:n~1(UxV)-*U x VxM(n,N)

be the induced diffeomorphism where n = dimZ, and M(n,N) is the set of n x JV

matrices. Let y(kij) = (xij,yij,hij) and let y(k) = (x,y,h). Let px be an accumu-

lation point of {pfj.} in GNsj. It is an easy consequence of the continuity of y and of

Gj, that h is not transverse to pa. However px contains Gk(Ty(Sk)y) as a linear

subspace, by the hypothesis that S be cohesive. Hence keKxy, and we have

demonstrated our theorem.

Let X, Y and Z be smooth manifolds. Let S be a submanifold collection of Z.

Let A be a subset of C(X, Y). Let X:A -» C(X,Z) be a continuous map. Let

As = {feA\Xg(X),hS}.

If S is either cohesive or, if dimX < codimS, then Proposition 3.6 coupled with

the continuity of X tells us that As is open in A. Let Evx: A x X ->Z be the

continuous map defined by Evx(f)(x). Evx is called the ¿-evaluation map.

Definition 3.7. Let (x,f)eX x A. X is called finitely evaluation transveral

to S ai (x,/) if there exists a neighborhood Wfoffas a point in A, a neighborhood

U of x, and a finite dimension cell £ 3 0, such that :

1. For every geWf there exists a continuous map Hg:E->A such that

Hg(0) = g, and

2. Hg enables us to define a map Z)g: £ x U ->Z by D?(a,x) = lifg(a)(x)

with the properties :

(i)   Dg:Ex i/->ZisC°°,

(ii)  Dg(Ex Í/)AS.

The following theorem is an immediate corollary of the proof of Abraham's

transversality theorem (see Abraham [1]).

Theorem 3.8. Let X, Y and Z be smooth manifolds. Let SczZ, AczC(X, Y),

and let X:A-+C(X,Z) be continuous. If A is a Baire space, if X is finitely

evaluation transversal to S at each point of AxX, and if S is either cohesive or,

if dimX < codimS, then

As = {geA\Xg(X)AyS}

is open and dense in A.
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Remark. In this paper we only use this result in the case where dim X < codim S.

However in its sequels we use the cohesive result.

4. A transversality theorem  for  osculating  maps.

Definition 4.1. Let £, = in: E-* B) be a smooth fiber bundle with fiber F.

The pair of spaces iK,K') is said to be an admissible submanifold collection of

Eif
1. K = K. U •■■ U .Km is a submanifold collection of E,

2. K' = K'y U ••• U K'm is a submanifold collection of F,

3. there exists an atlas 31= {([/,</>,;)}of E such that eb^n'^U) nK¡)=U x K¡,

¿-1,2, —m, for all (L/, eb^eSSL.

Remark. K is cohesive if and only if K' is, and codim K = codimK'.

Definition 4.2. Let £ = (n:E^>B) and i;'= (n': E'-* B') be vector bundles.

Denote by Horn(£,£') the vector bundle over B x B' with fiber HomiEx,E'y)

over ix,y) e B x B' induced in the obvious way from £ and £'.

We will now fix the following data throughout this section. Let X and Y be

smooth manifolds of dimension n and N respectively. Let (D(k)), fc = 1,2, •••,

be a sequence of fcth order dissections on Y. Let fe C(X, Y). We can then define

a map D(f):X-+ Hom(Tp(X),TyiY)), which is a cross-section over the graph

of / defined by

Dif)ix) = DpT„if)x e Hom(Tp(X),, T.( Y)nx)).

Hence D: C(X, Y) - C(X, Hom(Tp(X), TyiY))) by associating to each / e C(X, Y)

its pth order osculating map.

Theorem 4.3. a. The map D defined above is continuous.

b. Let iK,K') be an admissible submanifold collection of Horn (Tp(X), TyiY)).

Then D is finitely evaluation transveral to K at each point of C(X, Y) X X.

The Abraham theorem provides the following theorem as an immediate

corollary of 4.3, because C(X, Y) is a Baire space.

Theorem 4.4. Let iK,K') be an admissible submanifold collection of

HorniTpiX),TyiY)). Let

A = {feC(X,Y)\D(f)(X)&K}.

If either codim X' > dimX, or if K' is a cohesive submanifold collection, then

A is open and dense in C(X, Y).

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Pick fe C(X, Y). Let 3t = (t/¡), i = 1,2,-, and

33 = iV), i = 1,2, •••, be coordinate covers of X and Y such that fiUf) cz V„ for

a = 1,2, •••. We can also assume that {Ua x Vx}, a = 1,2, •••, trivialize the bundle

Hom(Tp(X), TyiY)) and furthermore are compatible with the admissible sub-

manifold collection iK,K'). Let us restrict our attention to a single U¡ and V
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which we will denote by U and V, respectively. Let (xl5 •••,x„) be coordinate

functions on U. Let (yt,•••,)>#) be coordinate functions on V, and let

n: rlom(Tp(X),Tx(Y)) ^ X x Y be the projection map. Hence the functionals

ff¡dxlx--dxir\„ là <i Ú '"Û ir un; l^r^p, are a basis for Tp(X)x, and

the functionals d¡dy} \y, 1 ^j = N, axe a basis for Ty(Y)y, where (x,y)e U x V.

These will enable us to pick local coordinates for 7r_1((/ x V). We can define

the functions (&*,#„/,» -,<p,kuix.,., 1 áfcá N, 1 £ ¿x á - á í.á «, 1 £ s á J»)

as coordinate functions in Hom(Tp(X)x, T^TL) as follows. Let

a6Hom(rp(iQ,T1(y))(»,y).

Then

a\ax(l-8xir J        k = ya'l~ir8yk   /

We then define (b^ ir(a) = ak: ir. Hence the functions (x¡,yj,(bkuir) are local

coordinates for 7i_1((./ x V).

Let Dk: T(V, Tk+1( Y)) -*r(V, Tk( Y)) be the splitting induced by the kth order

dissection D(k). Then we define smooth functions(k)r/¿j% l£h& — èla£N

1 ûh S -• èj, è N; 1 £ s ̂  k; 1 g I g k + 1 by the formula

rj(*)       ° _ £ (fc)pii...i. °

dyjt",dyj,     iáiiá...si.sjr:is»s*     h~Jt dyh"-dyi,'

Let fj = yJ,f and let .y = /(x). We know that

t(/) (—£— \ = £   ayt(x)   —
p     "V&V" Sx,, J        t = 1 Sx,, —Sxir ôj;fc ,

+ Z C/1"/'——_
láj'iá- gj'lSN;2SlSr ¿tyji "" dVyi     j,

Each C¿V.V¿ is a polynomial with integer coefficients in the partials of the //s

with respect to the x,'s. Each monomial in C/,1/''/r' contains a partial derivative

of an /} of order strictly less than r. Finally we have

(**)      DT(f)  (      * \   -    I    í    ^        |¿    .  ï Al    )      Ö<W)»^...^   J ty \dxii-8xir+d—)   8yky-

Each dft ir is a polynomial with integer coefficients in the C/'.*"/", s ^ r, and

the functions T defined above. Each monomial in dkh ... ir contains at least one of

the functions T, and at least one partial derivative of order < r. Hence we have

a formula of the form of (**) above for each coordinate neighborhood (Uf) of X.

Therefore it follows immediately from the definition of the fine topology on

C(X,Y) and C(X,Hom(Tp(X),Ty(Y))) that the mapping D is continuous. This

completes the proof of part (a) of 4.3.
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It remains to show that D is finitely evaluation transversal at (x,/). For each

x e X, and fe C(X, Y). Let us keep the notation of the first part of the proof.

N.B. We shall assume that the coordinate functions ixy,---,x„) on U are

x-centered. We shall also "identify" U and V respectively with i?"and RN without

making explicit reference to the coordinate diffeomorphisms. This last con-

vention although an abuse of notation will shorten already lengthy formulas.

Finally we will start calling U by the name of U', as we want to reserve the

letter U to be the neighborhood of x which corresponds to the same lettered

neighborhood in Definition 3.4.

Let B be the open unit ball in U'. Let V be the open 2-ball in U'. Then we have

BclcfcK-cl/'. Let Wr = {ge C(X, Y) \giU)<=V}. Wr is an open

neighborhood of /. Let ge W{.. Then g\ If: R" -^ RN by our abuse of notation.

Let E' = Rv("'prN. Let an element of E' be given by a v(n, p) • Af-tuple of elements

(«J....J» ; 1 á ¿ *N; 1 Sh â - újk ún,l = kz% p). Let

n

v¡(G(a,x')) = gdx') + Z otj'x'j + ■ ■ ■ + E        ajt_ ; x'Jí■ ■ • x'jp.
j = l lâJla-âjpîin

Hence this formula defines a smooth map

G:E'xR'-*RN.

Let 4» e F(X) such that 0 ^ <£ ̂  1 and

(i)  <l>\B=l,

(ii) O|X-K = 0.
Now the map G above can be interpreted as a map from £' x U' -> V. We now

define

ref>Gia,x') + il-eb)GiO,x'),     x'eU',
gice,x') =    \

Igix'), x'eX-V.

[The addition takes place in V which is identified with RN.] g(a,x'): E' x X -> Y

is clearly a well-defined smooth map, furthermore g(0,x') = gix'). Therefore

we have defined a map

H: Wr xE'-* C(X, Y)

given by /?(g,a)(x') = g(a,x'), and H is clearly continuous. We can furthermore

define a continuous map

7T;:F/->C(X, Y)

for each ge Wr by í/¿(a) = //(g,a), i/^ restricted to a suitable neighborhood of

0e£', will be the Hg of Definition 3.4.

We can now define a continuous map

D:E' x Wf. xB-»i"'(l/' x F)
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by Dia, g,x') = DH(g,oî)(x'). D is clearly continuous, furthermore if we fix g we form

D'g:E' X B-+n~1iU' x V) by D'gia,x') = DHgia)ix'), and we find that D'g is

smooth.

We recall that our neighborhoods U' x V are compatible with the bundle

structure of Hom(Tp(X), Ty(Y)) as well as the admissible submanifold collection

(K,K'). For simplicity we will denote the fiber of Hom(Tp(X),Ty(Y)) by F.

Hence we have a diffeomorphism

p:n~\U' x V)-+U' x V x F.

Furthermore p(n~\V xV)r\K)=U' xV x K'. Finally let q: U' xV x£->F

be the obvious projection. These enable us to define the continuous map

qpD:E' xWrxB-+F.

qpD is a smooth map for each fixed ge Wr. Let us fix (g,x')e W¡, x B. Then

qpD defines a smooth map from E'->F. We recall that dim £' = dim F=v(n,p) ■ N.

Hence it is possible to talk about the jacobian determinant of this map qpD (for

fixed (g,x')):E' -> F. Let J(a,g,x'):E' x Wr x B -> R be that jacobian

determinant of qpD for each fixed (g,x'). It is an immediate consequence of our

constructions that J is a continuous map.

Lemma 4.5. J(0,/,x)#0.

Before proving this lemma we will show that the lemma implies that D is finitely

evaluation transversal. By the continuity of J there exists a neighborhood £ of

0 e £', such that £ is a cell, a neighborhood Wf off, Wf <zz Wr, and a neighborhood

U of x, U SB, such that

J: E x Wf x [/-> reals, and J(a,g,x) # 0

for any (a, g, x) e E x Wf x U. This statement implies that for each g e Wf, the

smooth map

pDg:Ex U^F

has maximal rank at each point (a,x). Let Dg = Dg \E x U. Then we therefore

know that for each ge Wf, qpDg(Ex U)rhK'. However this implies that

pDg(Ex U)fcU x V x K'

by Proposition 3.3. Hence Dg(E xV)ikK (^(n1 (U x V)) for each geWf. This

proves that D is finitely evaluation transversal.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. We recall that Í7' and V are coordinate neighborhoods

of X and Y respectively with coordinate function ixy,---,x„) and iyy,---,yN),

respectively. We shall furthermore assume that U' is x-centered (i.e., x = (0, -",0)

in R"). Let us look at the map 7T}(a) on B, the unit ball in U'. H'f(a):B^V.

It then follows from our definitions that
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jdä=/^+&;.+e,.,    K>0real,
ex., ■■•8x. 8xri---8xr •       '" *

where C¡...rs ts a polynomial in the aj,„./, and the x/s, with integer coefficients.

Furthermore each monomial contains at least one such xs. Hence £',..,,, is o(l)

(i.e., 5ri...r. ~* 0 as x -» 0). Furthermore this formula implies

K...r.
dot1,     .

Jt—ji

= 0, k # i,

<...,. ((*W^j.)*     ifs = f

H...;,  »-o      i ° if s*<

Hence by formula (**) at the beginning of the proof,

4>k...r,(qpD'f(a,x')) = dx dSyJd- + *<...,. + ft...,. + <...,»,

dï,... r,(°0 is a polynomial in integer coefficients in the T's, a's and partíais of the

/¡'s with respect to the x/s. Furthermore each dk rfa) is a sum of expressions of

the form ôy •■•èayl •■■yb, a Ï: 1 and b 2: 1, where y¡ is one of the functions T,

defined by the dissections, and each o¡ is an expression of the form

(8'yi(H'f(«))       , ,       \
Í < s.

We will now calculate 8dkt   rs(a)lda.k^r's,\x = o for s' = s.  By the above formula

we know that

so,    _ «&...„

<...,:< aar?   ■r,... r,

which is o(l) and

dyj       = £    öy, 3y4(HX«))

*&../.   fc=1 3j7* a«,1;'

which is o(l). Hence 8dkt _ rijx)l8<xkr'._r's. for s'^ s is o(l) for each ae£'. But

recall that the (/-coordinates are x-centered. Hence

8(bkri...T.(gpDf(a,x')) [ (0 if s'> s,

3o£t'. ...rs

(«,0) l^wÁ1/"¿rI#>0)   if S' = 5.

Hence the determinant of the above horrendous matrix is  # 0 and equal to

J(<x,f,x) therefore J(0,f,x) ^ 0.

This completes the proof of the lemma and theorem,
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5. Two easy generalizations of the transversality theorems.    Let X and  Y be

smooth manifolds of dimension n and N, respectively. Let (D(k)), fc = l,2, •••,

be a sequence of fcth order dissections on Y. Let £ be a vector sub-bundle of

Tp(X)overX, of fiber dimension e. Let feC(X, Y). Then we have the pth order

osculating map DpTp(f): Tp(X) -» Ty(Y). This induces a map

DE: C(X, Y) -> CiX, Hom(E, TyiY)))

defined by DE(f)(x) = DpTpif)x \ Ex, for each fe CiX, Y) and each x e X. Hence

if we fix an fe CiX, Y), DEif): X-> Horn (£, Tt(Y)) induces a cross-section of

Hom(£, Ty(Y)) over the graph of f in X x Y.

Let nE: Horn(£, T-Xy)) -► X x Y be the bundle projection. Let (K,K') be an

admissible submanifold collection of Hom(E, T¡(Y)) of co-dimension k.

Theorem 5.1. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N,

respectively. Let (D(k)), k = 1,2"., be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y.

Let E be a vector sub-bundle of Tp(X), of fiber dimension e. Let (K,K') be an

admissible submanifold collection of Hom(£, Ty(Y)). If K' is either cohesive

or if codimK' > n = dimX, then the set of feC(X, Y) such that DE(f)(X)rhK

is open and dense in C(X, Y).

Proof. £ is a vector sub-bundle of Tp(X). Let F = Tp(X)/£. The fiber of F is

ßv(n,P)-e jn tjiat x satisfies the second axiom of countability,

HomtT^XLT^y)) s Hom(£, T,(Y))© Horn (F, T.( Y)),

where © is the Whitney sum. Let n, nE and nF be the bundle projection of

Hom(Tp(X), Ty(Y)), Hom(£, Ty(Y)), and Hom(F, Ty(Y)), respectively. Let U x V

be a mutual, trivializing coordinate neighborhood for each of these bundles. Hence

nE \U x V) S  U x V x Hom(Re,RN),

nE\U xV)^  U x V x Hom(Rv(n-p)-e,RN), and

n~\U xV)^  U x V x HomiRv(n-p\RN).

HomiRe,RN)®HomiRH"-p)~e,RN)-*~HomiRHn-p),RN), where eb is the iso-

morphism induced by the ismorphism between Hom(Tp(X),TyiY)) and

HomiE,TyiY))®HomiF,TyiY)). Hence Horn(Rv("'p),#*)<-»- HomfRM^x

Hom(Rv(n,p)_e,RiV) as manifolds. K = KtKJ ■■■ U Km is an admissible sub-

manifold collection of Hom(E,Ty(Y)) of codimension fc. Hence we can assume

that the atlases were so chosen that nf1^ x V)C\ K¡= U x V X K¡, where

K' = K'y U ••• U K'm. Let K[= eh(K¡ x Hom(Rv(n-p)~e,RN)).ThenK' = K'yU-yJKlt

is a submanifold collection of HomiR^) of codimension fc. Furthermore K' is

cohesive if K' is. Let K= Ky\J ■■■ U Km be the submanifold collection of

Hom(Tp(X), Ty(Y))  given   by   K-, D n\U x V) = U x V x K¡,  where   UxV
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is picked as above. Then (K,K') is an admissible submanifold collection of

Horn(Tp(X),Ty(Y)) of codimension k, which is cohesive if (K,K') is. Finally

we must show that Dp(f)(X)n\K implies that DE(f)(X)HxK.

Since transversality is a local property, we will check it locally. Let fe C(X, Y).

Let xeX. Let U x V be a locally trivializing neighborhood of Horn(E,Ty(Y)),

Hom(F,Ty(Y)), and Uoxn(Tp(X),Ty(Y)), compatible with the admissible sub-

manifold collections (K,K') and (K,K'), such that xeU and f(x)e V. Let

0E: nE\U x l/)->Hom(Re,RIV)

and

6:7r_1(fJ x F)->Hom(Rv("'p),RiV)

be the local projection onto the fiber. Let nt: Hom^R") x Hom(Rv("'p)_e, RN)

->Horn(Re,RN)be the usual projection. Then let X: Hom(Rv(n'p),RiV)^Hom(Re,RiV)

be given by it,^-1. We know that X(K') = (K') and XO = 0E. Assume Dp(f) is

transverse to K at x. Then Proposition 3.3 implies that 9Dp(f) is transverse to

K' at x. Therefore we have

Ty(6Dp(f))xTy(X)x + Tx(K')eDp(f)(x) = T1(Hom(Rv("'p,) RN))eDp(f)(xy

Applying TX(X) to both sides yields

Ti(eEDE(f))xTy(X)x + Ty(K')gEDE,f)(x) = Ty(Hom(R'!,RN))eEDE(f)M.

H nee 9EDE(f) is transverse to K' at x, which implies that DE(f) is transverse

to K at x by Proposition 3.3. Hence Dp(f)(X)>hK implies DE(f)(X)n\K. Now

apply Theorem 4.4. with K as the admissible submanifold collection.

Theorem 5.2 (Extension theorem). Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let

(D{k)), k = l,2, •••, be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. Let A be a closed

subset ofX, and let Ehe a vector sub-bundle of Tp(X). Let (K, K') bean admissible

submanifold collection of Hom(£, Ty(Y)). Let f0 e C(X, Y), such that

DE(fo)(A)&K.Let

CA(fo) = {geC(X,Y)\ g\A=f0\A}.

If either K is a cohesive submanifold collection of Horn(E,Ty(Y)) or if

codim K > dim X, then the set of ge CA(f0) such that DE(f) rh K is dense in CA(f0).

Proof. Consider the smooth manifold X — A. Let ô be a positive function on

X — A such that ô -*■ 0 as x -> A. Let (dq) be a set of complete metrics on

(Horn(Tq(X),Tq(Y))) fox q = l,2,---, compatible with the manifold topology.

Then dq induces a metric d'q on Hom(Tq(X - A), Tq(Y)) for each q. Pick fe CA(f0).

Let 31 = (U„ <í>¡), i e /, be an admissible atlas for X — A. Then set
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Set S4(/)=nf-ivW))i» -W) is an open neighborhood of f\ X - A in

CiX-A,Y). Säif) defines a set Sâif)A<zz CAif0) as follows. If heSa(J) we

define a smooth map /i' e CA(f0) by

{/i     on X — ̂ 4,

fo    on A.

Let If c CA(fo) be a neighborhood of / in the relative topology. Then there

exists a positive continuous function ôw on X — A such that ôw(x) -* Oas x -> A,

with the property that Sôw(f)A c W. Now by Theorem 5.1 applied to X — A, there

exists geS3w(f)A such that DE(g)(X -A)ihK. If we let g':X-> Y be the cor-

responding map in Sóty(f)A, then DE(g')(X)il\K which proves our contention.

6. /'th order embedding and immersion theorems.

Definition 6.1. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N

respectively. Let feC(X, Y). Let (D{k)), k = 1,2,—, be a sequence of fcth order

dissections of Y. Let DpTp(f): Tp(X) -*■ Ty(Y) be the pth order osculating map off

with respect to the dissections. We say that / is pth order nondegenerate at

xeX (with respect to the given dissections) if DpTp(f)x: Tp(X)x^ Ty(Y)fM is of

maximal rank. We say that / is pth order nondegenerate (with respect to the

dissections Dm) if f is pth order nondegenerate at every x in S.

Remark. / is pth order nondegenerate is equivalent to the bundle homo-

morphism DpTp(f): Tp(X)-> Ty(Y) being injective or surjective on each fiber

as v(n,p) = N or v(n,p) ^ N, respectively. Moreover if N = v(n,p) and if / is

nondegenerate of order p, it is then nondegenerate of order q for q~=p. Further-

more, nondegeneracy of order 1 (where dissections are not needed) means / is an

immersion. Hence if N = v(n,p) all pth order nondegenerate maps are immersions.

Theorem 6.2. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N, respec-

tively. Let (D{k>), k = 1,2, •••, be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. Then

if N ;§ v(n,p) — n, or if N — v(n,p) + n the set of pth order nondegenerate maps

with respect to the (Dm), fc = 1,2, •••, are open and dense in C(X, Y).

Proof. We will pick out a finite set of admissible submanifolds K¡ of

Hom(Tp(X),Ty(Y)), with the property that/is a pth order nondegenerate map

if and only if D(f)(X) nK¡ = 0 for all I, where

D: C(X, Y) -» CiX, Hom(Tp(X), TyiY)))

is the map defined at the beginning of §4. Furthermore K = (J ¡ K¡ will clearly

be a submanifold collection. See Levine [1, p. 6].
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We first pick out the submanifolds K¡ of the fiber Hom(Rv(n,p),RJV). The set

Hom(Rv(",p),RiV) can be viewed as the v(/i,p) by N matrices. Let K{ be the sub-

manifold which corresponds to the matrices of rank i. Let

n: Hom(Tp(X),Ty(Y))^X x Y

be the bundle projection. Let U x V be a locally trivializing coordinate neigh-

borhood for the bundle Hom(Tp(X), TyiY)). Then we can define K by the relation

n~1iUxV)r\Ki=UxVxK[. Hence the Kt, i = 0,l,2,---,min(N,v(n,p))-l

are a set of mutually disjoint admissible submanifolds of Hom(Tp(X), TX(Y)).

It is clear that / is pth order nondegenerate if and only if D(f)(X)(~\ K¡ = 0,

for all i.

We know that the codimension of K[ = the codimension of Kt. K¡is a sub-

manifold of codimension equal to v(n,p)N — i(N + v(n,p) — i). The K¡ of least

codimension is K'v(n p)_ t if N = v(n,p) or K'N_ x if N z% v(n, p). If n < codimension

of K[(np)-y where N = v(n,p) or if n < codimension K'N_y where Nziv(n,p), this

theorem is implied by Theorem 4.4. The codimension of K'H„p)_ y is N — v(n,p) +1.

Heneen < N— v(n,p) + 1 if and only if N Sr. v(/i,p) + n. Similarly the codimension

of K'N„y is v(«,p)-N-l-l. Hence n < v(n,p) — N + 1 if and only if N :£ v(n,p) — n.

Using the same hypotheses found in 6.2, we have the following corollaries.

Corollary 6.3. If N = v(n,p) + », and if X is compact, the pth order non-

degenerate embeddings are open and dense in C(X, Y), p > 1.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Whitney embedding theorem

(Whitney [1]) and Theorem 6.2 above.

Remark. For p = 1, 6.2 says that if N = 2n, the immersions are open and

dense in C(X, Y) which is just the Whitney immersion theorem (Whitney [1]).

Let I(X, Y) and £(X, Y) be respectively the set of immersions and the set of

embeddings in C(X, Y) with the induced topology. It is well known that they are

both open.

Corollary 6.4. If N :£ v(n,p) — n, then the set of pth order nondegenerate

immersions (embeddings) is open and dense in I(X, Y)(E(X, Y)). If, furthermore

2n ^ N = v(n,p) — n the set of pth order nondegenerate immersions is open

and dense in C(X, Y).

Corollary 6.5. Let us assume the hypotheses of 6.2 Let us further assume

that AczX is a closed submanifold. Letf0: X -> Y be a map which is pth order

nondegenerate on A. Let CA(f0) = {geC(X, Y) \ g | A = f0 \ A}. Then if

N = v(n,p) + n or if N ^ v(n,p) — n, the set of geCA(f0) which are pth order

nondegenerate on X is dense in CA(f0).

Remark. By taking various permutations and combinations of these theorems
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and corollaries and those of Whitney and Thorn many more corollaries could

be stated. So we will stop now.

7. pth order regular homotopics. Let /= [0,1] be the closed unit interval.

Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N respectively. Let

(D(k)), k = 1,2,•••, be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. If F: X x/-> Y

we will denote by /, the map F | X x {t}.

Definition 7.1. Let f0 and fx be pth order nondegenerate immersions (em-

beddings) with respect to the D(k), of X into Y. Then a smooth homotopy

F: X xI-*Y between f0 and fx is called a pth order regular homotopy (pth

order isotopy) between f0 andfx, with respect to the D(k), if for each teI,f,:X -> Y

is a pth order nondegenerate immersion (embedding). If such a homotopy (isotopy)

exists the two immersions (embeddings) are called pth order regularly homotopic

(pth order isotopic) with respect to the Dm. If no confusion is present (and there

usually is not) we will drop the appendage, "with respect to (D(k)), k = 1,2, •••."

Remark, pth order regular homotopies (pth order isotopies) are regular homo-

topies (isotopies).

Remark. For the sake of not having to fuss about manifolds with boundary,

we will assume that all homotopies are maps F:X x /-+ Y, where /= (0 — e,l + e)

and e is a small positive number and where/, =/,, t ^ 1, and /, =f0,t = 0.

Theorem 7.2. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N,

respectively. Let (D(k)), k = 1,2,—, be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y.

Let /0 and fy be two pth order nondegenerate immersions.

(a) IfN^ v(n,p) + n + 1, and if f0 and fy are homotopic then they are pth

order regularly homotopic.

(b) If N^ Max(2n + 3, v(n,p) + n + 1), if X is compact, if f0 and fy are

pth order nondegenerate embeddings, and if they are homotopic, thenf0 and fy

are pth order isotopic.

(c) If n<N ^ v(n,p) — n — 1, and if f0 and fy are regularly homotopic,

then they are pth order regularly homotopic.

(d) Ifn<N^ v(n,p) — n — 1, if X is compact, and if f0 and fy are isotopic,

then they are pth order isotopic.

Proof. Let 7rx : X X Ï-* X be the usual projection onto the first coordinate.

Let us consider the vector bundle 7t1_1(Tp(X)). ̂"'(TpiX)) is a vector sub-bundle

of Tp(X x 7). Let FeC(X x 1, Y). Hence we have DpTp(F): Tp(X x 7) -► Ty(Y).

It is clear that L\Tp(£)u>()|7tf ^(X))^,^ DpTp(f)x. Hence £ is a pth order

regular homotopy (pth order isotopy) between f0 and fy if

(1) /, = fo for t ^ 0, and /, = fy for t ^ 1,

(2) f is itself an immersion (embedding) for each t, and

(3) the map DpTp(F) | ñy (TP(X)) is of maximal rank on each fiber. Let us

denote ny\Tp(X)) by £.
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We now proceed as in Theorem 6.2, by picking out an admissible submanifold

collection (K,K') of Horn(£,^(7)), whereK = Kt U ••• UKs.Thesubmanifolds

K¡ have the crucial property that if £ g C(X x 7, Y) and if £ satisfies (1) and (2)

above then £ is a pth order regular homotopy (pth order isotopy) between f0

and fy if DE(F)(X xI)nK¡=-0 for all i. Hom(£, Ty(Y)) is a vector bundle

over X x Y with projection n and fiber Hom(Rv("'p),RN ). Let K[ be the sub-

manifold of Hom(Rv(n,p),RiV) consisting of the matrices of rank i. Let U x V

be a locally trivializing coordinate neighborhood of Horn(E,Ty(Y)). We can then

define K¡ by the relation Kidn'1^ x V)= U x V x K¡. It is clear that the

K¡ have the desired property.

If JV ̂  v(n,p) the K, of minimum codimension is Kv(np)_y, whose codimension

is JV — v(n,p) + 1. If JV ̂  v(n,p) the K¡ of minimum codimension is KN_y, whose

codimension is v(n,p) — JV + 1. Hence n + 1 < JV — v(n,p) + 1 if and only if

JV ̂  v(n,p) + n + 1. Alson + 1< v(n,p) — N + 1 if and only if JV ̂  v(n,p)-n — l.

Let i = Xx(-£,0]uXx[l,ll£). Then X x Í-A = (0,1) xl is a

manifold. Let £ be a homotopy between the f0 and fy given in the hypotheses

to part (a). We may assume that £ is smooth. Let

CA(F) = {GeC(X xï,Y) \ G\A=F\A}.

Let us assume JV ̂  v(«,p) + n + I. Hence by 5.4 the set of Ge CA(F) such that

DE(G)(X xl)C\K¡ = 0, for all i, is dense in CA(F). This proves (a) because,

in this case condition (2) above is redundant. Let H ={GeC(X x7, Y) | g, is

regular for each ie7}. It is easy to see that H is open in C(X x 7, Y). Let

HA(F) = H n CA(F). The hypotheses of (c) say that HA(F) # 0. If

n<N^ v(n,p) -n-l, the set of Ge CA(F) such that DE(G)(X xI)nK¡=0

for all i, is dense in CA(F). But H is an open set in C(X x 7, Y) which meets CA(F).

Hence there exists a pth order regular homotopy between f0 and fy. This proves

(c). Let H' = {G e C(X x 7, Y) | gt is an embedding for each r}. It is easy to see

that H' is an open subset of C(X x 7, Y). H' also contains the embeddings of

X X 7 into Y. Hence if JV ̂  2n + 3, H' is an open dense subset of C(X x 7, Y).

Hence if JV^max(2n + 3, v(n,p) + n +1), the G' e H' such that D£(G')(X x!)nK,

= 0 for all i, is open and dense in C(X x Ï,Y). Therefore by the exact same

method we used to prove 5.2, we could show that the G e CA(F) such that

DE(G)(X x~I)C\Ki = 0 for all i and such that GeH' are dense in CA(F).

Hence we have shown part (b). We prove part (d) by combining the arguments

used to prove part (c) and part (b) in the obvious manner.

Corollary 7.3. Let X be a smooth manifold of dimension n. Let Y = RNwith

an arbitrary set of dissections (D(k)), k = l,2, ■•■, associated with it. Then if

JV ̂  v(n,p) + n + 1, any two pth order nondegenerate immersions of X into

RN are pth order regularly homotopic. Furthermore if
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N = max(v(n,p) + n + l,2n + 3)

any two pth order nondegenerate embeddings of X in RN are pth order isotopic

provided X is compact.

Remark. When p = 1 the first statement of 7.3 implies the following.

Corollary 7.4. Any two immersions of an n-manifold X into R2n + 1 are

regularly homotopic.

Corollary 7.5. Let X be an n-manif old. Let Y = RN with the set of dissections

(D(k)), fc = 1,2, •••. If 2n + l£N£ v(n,p) - n - 1, then any two pth order

nondegenerate immersions of X into RN are pth order regularly homotopic.

Remark. If X = S1, the circle, the problem of classifying the pth order regular

homotopy classes of pth order nondegenerate immersions of S1 into RN is an

open question only for N = p — 1, p, and p + 1. The rest of the cases are taken

care of by 7.5 and 7.3, because v(n, p) = p.

8. TP(X) and its characteristic classes. In this section we will glean what

bundle theoretic information we can about Tp(X) from the preceding sections.

We will then define some characteristic classes for these and related bundles.

Let n < N. Let GnN and VnN stand for the Grassmann manifold of n-planes in

A/-space, and the Stiefel manifold of «-frames in N-space, respectively. V„N is

a principal 0(n) bundle over G„ N. Let i,nN be the associated vector bundle of

fiber dimension n over GnN.

Let E^"X and £->* Y be two smooth vector bundles over smooth manifolds

X and Y. Let f:E->F be a vector bundle homomorphism covering /: X-> Y.

£     —^   /_1(F)    —^   F

I* n n

id * /       ▼
X    -iü->        X        -¿—>   Y

Let n":f~1(F)-*X be the pullback of F over X. Then as is well known (Mil-

nor [1]) we can factor / into hg, where h is a vector bundle homomorphism from

f~1(F), into F, over /, which is an isomorphism on each fiber, g is a vector bundle

homomorphism over X such that g | Ex =/1 E„ for each x e X. Whenever we are

in this situation we will represent g by / !

Finally if £ is a vector bundle over X let W(C) stand for the total Stiefel-

Whitney class, and Wfff) for the ¿th Stiefel-Whitney class of Ç.

Definition 8.1. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N,

respectively. Let (D(k)), fc = 1,2, —, be a sequence of fcth order dissections on Y.

Let / : X -> Y be a pth order nondegenerate immersion of X in Y.
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(a) Let N = v(n,p). DpTpif)\: Tp(X) ->/_1(T(Y)) is a monomorphism on each

fiber and hence a monomorphism of vector bundles over X. Let NpfY(X)

= cokernel(DpTp(/)!). NpfrY(X) is called the pth order normal bundle of X in Y

with respect to f. If Y = RN, we denote NpftY(X) by A/P(X) and just call it the pth

order normal bundle of X with respect tof.

(b) Let N z% vin,p). DpTpif)\: Tp(X) ->/ _1(T(Y)) is an epimorphism of vector

bundles over X. Let KfaiX) = Kernel(DpTp(f)\). KfY(X) is called the pth order

kernel bundle of X in Y with respect to f (pth order co-normal bundle of X in Y

with respect tof ). Similarly if Y = RN, KfY(X) is denoted by K"f(X) and is called

the pth order kernel bundle of X with respect to / (pth order co-normal bundle

of X with respect to /).

Proposition 8.2. Let X and Y be manifolds of dimension n and N, respectively.

Let (D(k)), fc = 1,2, •••, be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. Let f: X -* Y

be pth order nondegenerate immersion of X in Y.

(a) Let N ^v(n,p).   Then NPY(X) is  a vector bundle of fiber dimension

N — v(n,p). Furthermore, we have the following short exact sequence of vector

bundles over X.

D T (fY
0    -►    Tp(X)    " "     >7"1(T(Y))    -►    NPfiXiX)    ->    0.

(b) Let N z%vin,p).  Then KpYiX)  is a vector bundle of fiber dimension

v(/i,p) — N. Moreover we have the following short exact sequence of vector

bundles over X.

D T(fV    _,
0    ->    Kf¡Y(X)    ->    Tp(X)    ' "     > /    (T(Y))     ->    0.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Definition 8.1.

Corollary 8.3. (a) Under the hypotheses of 8.2(a), we have

f-\T(Y))^Tp(X)®Npf,Y(X).

(b) Under the hypotheses of 8.2(b), we have

T„(X)^f-1(T(Y))@KpftY(X).

Proof. This follows immediately from 8.2 and the fact that every short sequence

of smooth vector bundles over a smooth paracompact manifold has a smooth

splitting.

Proposition 8.4. Let X be a smooth n-manif old. Let Y =RN, with an arbitrary

set of kth order dissection on it.

(a) If N >vin,p), the existence of a pth order nondegenerate immersion of

X in RN implies the existence of a vector bundle Í, of fiber dimension N — vin,p)

such that

Tp(X)©£ = XxR".
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(b) If JV <v(n,p), the existence of a pth order nondegenerate immersion

X in RN implies the existence of a bundle ct of fiber dimension v(n,p) — JV such

that, X x RN © a ^ Tp(X), and TX(X) is contained in the trivial bundle.

Proof, (a) Let f:X-+RN be the pth order nondegenerate immersion. Let

£ = Npf(X), and recall the fact that the pull back of a trivial bundle is trivial. Hence

(a) follows from 8.3(a).

(b)Letf:X^RNbe the pth order nondegenerate immersion. Let n=f~1(Tl(Y)).

n ^ Ty(X) because / is an immersion. Let a = KP(X). The proposition follows

from 8.3(b). 6.2 and 6.4 yield the following corollary.

Corollary 8.5. Assume the hypotheses of 8A.

(a) There exists a vector bundle Ç of fiber dimension n such that,

Ç®Tp(X)*XxRN.

(b) There exists a vector bundle a of fiber dimension n such that for p > 1

and n > 1,

a0(XxRv("'p)~n)^ £„(*).

Remark. 8.5(b) shows that in some sense TP(X) is not just a trivial bundle

added onto Ty(X), in that a which is the nontrivial part of Tp(X) is complementary

tO   Ty(X).

Before going on to its characteristic classes, we will give a geometric description

of the classifying map of TP(X).

Definition 8.6. Let X be an n-manifold. Let (Dw), k = 1,2, "-.be a sequence

of kth order dissections on RN. Let <, > be the usual inner product on RN, and

let P be the exponential map associated with that Riemann structure. Assume

that JV > v(n,p). Let f: X ->RN be a pth order nondegenerate immersion. This

defines a smooth mapG?(/): X -> GHnphN and Gfi(f): X -+ GN-H„iPhN as follows.

Let xeX. Gf(/)(x) is equal to the v(n,p)-plane through the origin of RN, parallel

to the v(n,p)-plane PDpTp(f)x(Tp(X)x), through f(x). G£(/)(x) is the N- v(n,p)-

plane which is the orthogonal complement to the v(n,p)-plane G£(f)(x). Gp(f)

and Gjv(/) are called the pth order Gauss tangential map associated to f and

the pth order Gauss normal map associated to f, respectively.

Under the hypotheses of 8.6 it is clear that Tp(X) = G^(f)~l(^„phN) and

Npf(X) = G%(f)~1(CN-HntP)iN). Now VH„iP)Mn¡p)+B+y is n-connected, therefore

Gv(n>p)jV(,ljP)+B + i is the universal classifying space for vector bundles of fiber

dimension v(n,p) over X with íV(B,P),V(n,P)+n + i the universal vector bundle. Hence

if /: X -* flv<"'',>+"+ ' is a pyh order nondegenerate immersion with respect to the

chosen dissections on jr(n'p)+n+1 then Gfíf) is the classifying map for Tp(X).

Similarly G^(/): X-+G„+lv(„ p)+n+1 is the classifying map of the pth order

normal bundle Npf(X). The classifying theorem for bundles tells us that if
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/': X-» Rv(n'p)+n+1 is another pth order nondegenerate immersion, then

Gp(f) = Gj(f). However, we know by 7.3 that there exists a pth order regular

homotopy /,: X -» #>■(«.?)+"+1 from / to /'. Hence the homotopy between Gf(/)

and Gf(/') can be given by Gj(ft). Furthermore G^(ft) establishes a homotopy

between GpN(f) and GpN(f). Hence Npf(X) and Npr(X) are isomorphic. Therefore,

we have shown the following proposition.

Proposition 8.7. Let X be a smooth n-manifold. Let (D(k)) be any sequence

of kth order dissections on ^v(n.p)+n+1- Let fo and fy be two given pth order

nondegenerate immersions from X into ^"("•p)+n + 1-

(1) Then Gp(f¡), i = 0,1, are classifying maps for Tp(X), and the homotopy

between them has the form Gp(ft) where f, is a pth order regular homotopy

between f0 and fy.

(2) If p > 1, the maps G^(f), i = 0,1, are classifying maps for the NP.(X)

i = 0,1, respectively. The pth order regular homotopy (f) in (1) induces a homot-

opy  GpN(f) between the GpNif). Hence NpfaiX) s NpfiX).

Definition 8.8. Let W"iX) = WCTJfX)), and set \W(X) = W^Xf1. W'(X)

is called the total pth order Stiefel-Whitney class of X, and W^X) is called the

total dual pth order Stiefel-Whitney class of X. WP(X) and Wp(X)eHl(X,Z2)

are called the ith, pth order S.-W. class of X and the ith dual pth order S.-W.

class of X, respectively.

Remark. Let/: X -» RN be a pth order nondegenerate immersion of X into RN,

with respect to arbitrary dissections on RN. Then if N^.v(n,p), Whitney duality

immediately implies that W(X) = W(Npf(X)).

We will now make a short digression into algebraic topology in order to state

a theorem that will aid our calculating WP(X). Let e\ be a vector bundle of fiber

dimension n. Then let W(e\) = 1 + Wy(0 + W2(Ç) + ■■■ + Wn(Ç) be the total

Stiefel-Whitney class of £. We then perform the following formal factori-

zation.

1 + Wy(Z)x + W2(t)x2 + ... + WM)xn = fl (i + *.*)•
i = l

We then know that Wk(Ç) is the fcth elementary symmetric function in the ct.-'s.

With this construction we have the following fact, the proof of which is an easy

exercise in the use of techniques found in E. Thomas [1].

Lemma 8.9. W(0PO = UiShS-ihS^1 + K + "" + "»»•

We know that the bundles (Tk(X)) satisfy the short exact sequences of vector

bundles

0-5» Tk.y(X)-> Tk(X)-> 0kT(X) -> 0.
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Hence by Whitney duality, Wk(X) = Wk~1(X)\J W(OkT(X)). This coupled with

the fundamental theorem on symmetric polynomials gives us the following

result.

Proposition 8.10. Wf(X) is a polynomial in the classes W¡(X), j ^ i. The

explicit formula for the polynomial can be computed from the formula

Wp(X) = W(X) U W(02T(X)) U ••■ U W(0"T(X)).

Corollary 8.11. Tp(X) is orientable if TX(X) is orientable.

Finally, Definition 8.8 coupled with Proposition 8.4 yields the following

result.

Proposition 8.12. Let X be a smooth n-manifold. Let (Dm) be an arbitrary

sequence of kth order dissections on R : Let 1 ^ s < n.

(a) J/ X  is pth order nondegenerately  immersible  into ^"("'P'"1""-^  then

wlJx) = --- = wjx) = o.
(b) If X is pth order nondegenerately immersible into R ' , then

Ws"+x(X) = - = Wnp(X) = 0.

9. The pth order normal form of an immersion. Let X and Y be smooth mani-

folds of dimension n and JV, respectively. Let (D(k)), fc = 1,2,—, be a sequence

of kth order dissections on Y. We know that, for fixed k, D m is a splitting of the

short exact sequence of vector bundles

0    ->    Tk(Y)    ZZZÏ    Tk + X(Y)    -^    O'+^Y)    ->    0.
D»)

Let/:X-> Y be a smooth map. As before we set LVTp(/) = D(1) - Dip'1)TP(f).

Proposition 9.1. DPTp(f)\Tp.k(X) = Dp.kTp_k(f).

Proof.

DPTp(f)(ip_x - ip_k) = D(1)- D(p-Vi - ip-kTp-k(f)

= D(1>...D(p-'-1>Tp_t(f)

= D„-kTp-k(f).

Definition 9.2. Let v(n,p)be the fiber dimension of TP(X). Let us assume that

JV Ï; v(n,p) and that f is a pth order nondegenerate immersion. This implies that

/ is a kth order nondegenerate immersion for all k ^ p. Let NpY(X) be the pth

order normal bundle of X in Y with respect to /. Let us consider the following

diagram of vector bundles over X, with the bottom row and left-hand column

».
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NPf,y(X)

o ^r%iY) ip-i-h

D. \\ D<n)

o - F\tp(Y)) —r—f _1(tp+1(t))

0 - Tp(X)

/  î
0 0 0

0in)

^Op+1Ty(X)-+0

Diagram 1

exact. By the vector bundle homomorphisms over X, ip and D(k) between the

f~1Tk(Y) will be meant the pull-backs of the usual vector bundle homomorphisms

over Y, ip and Dm between the Tk(Y).

Let us look at npfDp+yTp+y{f)\: TP+1(X)- NpftY(X).

n'fDp+xTp+x(f)\ ip = n"fDpTp(f)\ = 0.

Hence npfDp+xTp + x(f)\ vanishes on the image of ip. Therefore this induces a

unique vector bundle homomorphism over Xvpf: Op+1T(X)-> N^Y(X). The map

vp is called the pth normal form of the pth order nondegenerate immersion f.

Proposition 9.3. Let n: f~lT(Y)-*Tp(X) be a splitting of the vertical short

exact sequence of Diagram 1.

(a) Lett = n&1)-D(p-1\ Then t;Tp(f)\ = idr„(X).

(b) Let D(p) = ÇD(p)Tp+ x(f)\. Then Dw is a splitting of the horizontal short

exact sequence of Diagram 1. Hence D(p) yields a pth order dissection on X.

(c) Let (b(p):Op+1Tx(X)->Tp + x(x) be the splitting "on the right" of the

horizontal short exact sequence of Diagram 1, induced by D<p): Then

ypf = npfDp+xTp+x(f)\^p\
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Proof.

(a) £Tp(/)! = nD^-D^'XifV.

= nDpTpifV.

= tdrpW

(b) D(p)ip  = ^D(p)Tp + i(/)!'P

= HD(p\Tpif)\

= ÍT„if)l

=    10^TP(X)-

(c) Let xeX and let Uy,---,up+leTiX)x. We defined vpfiuy.up+1) by

noting that it does not make any difference on which element of P^itty ■ ••• ■ up+1)

we evaluate npfDp+1Tp+yif)l. However we know that Pp$(p) = id0P+iT(X). Hence

eb{p)iuy • ••• • up+y)ePp\uy."P+i)-

Remark. Let p = 1, and let Dl be the dissection induced by a Riemann con-

nection on Y. Let n be the splitting induced by the inner product in /-1T1(Y).

Then the first normal form v}: T1(X)oT1(X)->/_1T,(Y) is in some classical

works called the second fundamental form of the immersion /. It is this fact that

will enable us to apply this machinery to some classical problems in "Riemannian

singularities." This will form the major part of the successor to this paper.

We will adopt the following convention. Let £ and F be smooth vector bundles

over X of fiber dimension n and p, respectively. Let g = min(n,p). Let

heS(Hom(£,F)|X). Then Sj(h) = {xeX\rank(«(x)) = q - a}.

Proposition 9.4. 5fl(Dp+1Tp+1(/)!) = Sa(vp).

Proof.

SJvp) = {xeX|dim(ker(v;(x))) = a}

or

Sa(vp) =  {xeX|dim(ker(v;(x))) = a + v(n,p + l)-N}

as N = v(n,p + I) or N < v(n,p + 1), respectively. Similarly

SaiDp + yTp+yif)\) = {xeX\dim(ker(Dp+1Tp+i(f)l(x))) = a}

or

Sa(Dp+yTp+y(f)l) = {xeX\dim(ker(Dp+yTp+y(f)\(x))) = a + v(n,p + l)-N}

as N = v(n,p + 1) or N < v(n,p + 1), respectively. Hence it will suffice to show

that dim(ker(v^(x))) = dim(ker(Dp+1Tp+1(/)!(x))) for every xeX. This will

follow from the following lemma.

Lemma 9.5. Let eb: Vy -> V2 be a linear map between two finite dimensional

vector spaces. Let Ay and A2 be vector subspaces of Vy and V2 respectively.
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Assume that ep(Af) c; A2 and that ep maps Ay  isomorphically onto A2. Let

ep: Vy/Ay -» V2\A2 be the induced map. Then dim(ker(^)) = dim(ker(^)).

Proof.        dim(Fi)   =   dim (ker (0))   +   dim (im (<p)),

= dim(ker(^)) + dim (im (ep)).

and      dim (Vy I Ay)

dim (K,.) - dim(im(0)) = dim(VylAy) - dim (im (0))

because ep is an isomorphism from Ay onto A2. Hence dim (ker (<£)) = dim(ker(ep)).

9.4 follows from 9.5 if we set A2 = DpTp(f) l(Tp(X)x), Ay = Tp(X)„ K. = Tp+1iX)x,

V2 =r1TyiY)x and ep = Op+1Tp+1(/)!(x).

Corollary 9.6. Dp+1Tp+1(f)l is injectiveisurjective) ifandonly ifvp is injective

isurjective) as a homomorphism of vector bundles over X.

Proposition 9.7. Let fc _ p. Then we have the following short exact sequence

of vector bundles over X.

0 -> v;"J(oftT,(x)) —> Nyyix) —> nk/¡y (x) —> o.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of vector bundles with

exact rows and columns.

0

1
ker(»

->   Tk_yiX)

h-i

0 - -»   TkiX)

Dk-yTk_y(f)l

DkTk(f)\

-/    TiY)

I id

T(.k-1)
,k-l

>    N}tYiX)  -> 0

<l>

■*flT(Y)    —A    NkfiY(X)    -»0

Pu-i
(.<«

0kT(X)

0
Diagram 2

Let ep' be the vector bundle homomorphism from Nk~Y(X) to NkY(X) induced

from ik, the identity, and the fact that the left-hand square of Diagram 2 commutes.

ep is clearly an epimorphism. The "Noetherian" isomorphism theorem tells us that

kerep = 0kT(X). It remains to show that the isomorphism is given by v*~ . Let

eb(k) be a splitting of the left-hand vertical exact sequence of Diagram 2. Then

vY^nY'DJ^fy.ep^.Then
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cbvf1 =  cbnY'D.Ufy.^

= nkDkTk(f)\^

= 0.

Hencê v$._1(0*TLY)) s ker<£, and therefore vkfx(OkTy(X)) = kertf».

Corollary 9.8. Ifk^p,

NJ^X) S v1f(02T(X))®--@Vk-1(0kT(X))®Nkf¡Y(X).

The above gives us some insight into the behavior of nondegenerate immersions.

10. Counterexamples. In this section we will calculate WP(X) and WP(X) for

some manifolds X, with the aim of showing that in general the theorems of §6 are

optimal. We know that every manifold X of dimension ^ 2 can be pth order

nondegenerately immersed in R,(n'p)+", and if p > 1, in JRv(n,p>_''. Hence by 8.12

if W"n (X) ^ 0, or if WP(X) # 0, then X can not be pth order nondegenerately

immersed in ^"•P'+n~ f or then X can not be pth order nondegenerately immersed

in ¿r("'p)_B+1, respectively.

We will now calculate W(0pTx(X)) for manifolds X of dimension 2. By the

construction near the end of §8 we have that

W(0pTx(X)) =       n       [i + K + - + *<>]•
l£tl£...£lp£2

Hence if we assume that p = 2k, then

W(0pTx(X)) = (1 + Wx(X))k = 1 + kWx(X) +   fc(fc2~ l)Wi(X)2-

When p = 2k + 1 we have

W(0pTx(X)) = (1 + WX(X) + Wx(X)2)k+1

=  1 + (k + 1)WX(X) + (k + 1) ( ±±~ j Wx(Xf.
Hence

W(0pTx(X)) = \

1 ifp = 8s

1 + WX(X) + WX(X)2 ifp = 8s + 1

1 + WX(X) if p = 8s + 2

1 + WX(X)2 ifp = 8s + 3

1 + WX(X)2 ifp = 8s + 4

1 + WX(X) if p = 8s + 5

1 + WX(X) + WX(X)2 ifp = 8s + 6

1 if p = 8s+ 7, for s = 0,1,2,-
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We will now calculate W(02Ty(X)), where the dimension of X is 3.

W(02T(X)) = (1 + (ay + a2)x)(l + (a y + a3)x)(l + (a2 + a3)x)

= (1+ (o-2 + <t3)x + (a\ + a2a3 + Oy0-3 + 0-yO2)x2))(l + (a2 + a3)x)

= (1 + (a\ + ff1(T2)x2 + (o\a2)x* + the remainder mod 2)

=  1 + (Wy(X)2 + W2(X))x2 + (Wy(X)W2(X) + W3(X))x\

Finally we will calculate W(02T(X)), where the dimension of X is 4.

W(02T(X)) =

(1 + (ay + <J2)x)(l + (ay + a3)x)(l + (ay + a4)x)(l + (a2 + a3)x)

■ (1 + (a2 + <t4)x)(1 + (a3 + <r4)x).

We now expand and collect the terms containing ay. Hence we have

W(OpT(X)) =

(1 + ayX + a\x2 + (a\ + a\a2 + a\a3 + aya2a3 + a\a4 + aya2a4 + Oy03a4)x 3+ • • •)

• (1 + (a3 + o-4))x + (a\ + a3a4 + a2a4 + a2a3)x2)(l + (a3 + a4)x).

Let us count the various monomials containing av Then apply the formulas

in Milnor [1] and we get

W(02T(X)) = 1 + Wy(X) + Wy(X)2 + Wy(Xy + (W2(X))2 + Wy(X)W3{X)).

Proposition 10.1. Let X be a smooth manifold.

(a) If the dimension of X is 2, then

f 1 when p = 8s

1 + Wy(X) + Wy(X)2   when p = 8s + 1

1 when p = 8s + 2

when p = 8s + 3

when p = 8s + 4

when p = 8s + 5

when p = 8s + 6

when p = 8s + 7, for s =0,1,2,—.

W"(X) =

1 + ^(X)2

1

1  +   Wy(X)

1

.1

(b) If the dimension of X is 3, then

W2(X) = I +  Wy(X) +  Wy(Xf +   Wy(Xf.
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(c) If the dimension of X is 4, then

W2(X) = 1 + W2iX) + iWyiX)W2iX) + W3iX)).

Proof, (a) and (b) are immediate consequences of 8.10 and the foregoing

calculations, (c) requires the additional fact that

W4(X) = Wy(Xf + Wy(X)2W2(X) + W2(X)2 + WA\X) = 0

for a 4-manifold.

Corollary 10.2. Let X be a smooth manifold.

(a) Let X be a 2-manifold. Then

■1 ifp = 8s, 8s+ 2, 8s+ 4, 8s+ 6, and 8s + 7

1 + Wy(X) ifp = 8s+ 1

W'iX) = ' j + Wi(Xy ¡fp = 8s + 3

_l+Wy(X)+Wy(X)2    ifp =  Ss + r, for s = 0,1,2,-.

(b) Let X be a 3-manifold. Then IV2(X) = 1 + Wy(X).

(c) Let X be a 4-manifold. Then

ÏV2(X) = 1 + W2(X) + iWyiX)W2iX) + W3iX)) + W2iX)2.

Theorem 10.3. Let R Nhave an arbitrary sequence of kth order dissections on it.

(a) P2iR) can not be pth order nondegenerately immersed in ^vi2»P'+1)

if p = 8s + 3 or if p = 8s + 5, for s any non-negative integer.

(b) P2iC) can not be second order nondegenerately immersed in Rv(2-4>+3.

(c) P2(R) can not be pth order nondegenerately immersed in Rv(">rt~\

if p = 8s + 1 or if p = 8s + 3, for s any non-negative integer.

Proof. If X = P2(R), then H*(P2(R),Z2) = Z2\ß]joi3, the truncated polynomial

ring generated by oteH'(P2(R);Z2). Furthermore W(P2(R)) = 1 + a + a2. Hence

a2 = Wy(X)2 # 0. Therefore 10.3(a) and 10.3(c) are implied by 10.1, 10.2 and

8.12. We similarly know that H*(P2(C),Z2) = Z2[a]/a3, oceH2(P2(C),Z2). It is

furthermore well known that W2(P2(C)) = a.. Hence W2(P2(C))2 ̂  0. Hence

8.12 and 10.2 imply 10.3(b).

Remark. In 10.3(a) and in 10.3(b), a nondegenerate immersion of the required

order exists by the theorems of §6, if we allow ourselves one more dimension

in the target space. A similar statement is true about 10.3(c).

It is clear that with some more calculations one could construct many more

examples. Whether 6.2 is optimal, with Y Euclidean space for each pair (n,p),

is an open question.
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Appendix on the function space topologies

This appendix contains the definitions and proofs of some of the basic facts

concerning the topologies one can put on the function spaces of smooth maps

between manifolds. These facts are apparently less well know than they should be.

This discussion is based in part on the notes of M. Hirsch (see Hirsch [1,

pp. 15-22]). In particular the proof of Proposition A.8 is taken from Hirsch's

no tes. Finally all the facts used on the topology of inverse limits can be found in

the appropriate section of Eilenberg-Steenrod.

Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let Cp(X, Y) denote the set of p times

differentiable continuous functions from X to Y. For each fe C"(X, Y) we have

the map Tp(f): Tp(X) -» Tp(Y). This induces a map ep: C"(X, Y) ->

C°(X,Hom(Tp(X),Tp(Y))) defined by ep(f)x= Tp(f)„ for feCP(X, Y) and xeX.

ep is clearly one-one and hence we can consider CP(X, Y) as a subset of

C°(X,Hom(Tp(JQ,Tp(Y))).

Definition A.l. Let tp be the topology on CP(X, Y) induced from the compact

open topology on C°(X,Uom(Tp(X),Tp(Y))). tp is called the C-topology of

compact convergence.

If pSq then C(X, Y) c CP(X, Y). If we topologize Cq(X, Y) with x" and

C"(X, Y) with xp the inclusion map i* is continuous. Thence the set of spaces

(CP(X, Y) with topology xp) and maps i"p form an inverse mapping system. Let

C(X, Y)= inv lim CP(X,Y). This set is nothing other than the Cœ functions

from X to Y.

Definition A.2. Let x be the inverse limit topology on C(X, Y). The pair

(C(X, Y),x) is called the Cm functions with the Cœ topology of compact con-

vergence.

Hence we know that C(X, Y) with this topology is a Hausdorff space, because

the (C"(X, Y),xp) axe Hausdorff spaces.

We now give another description of this topology which will motivate its name.

We know that rloxn(Tp(X),Tp(Y)) is a smooth manifold satisfying the second

axiom of countability. Hence it is well known that Hoxn(Tp(X),Tp(Y)) admits

a Riemann metric, such that the associated metric space topology given on the

manifold by the arc-length function Dp, is complete. Let (<bhUi), i = 1,2, —, be

an admissible atlas on X. Pick / and g in CP(X, Y). Let

PiM'S) = max (Dp(ep(f)x,ep(g)x)).
x eBt

Let xp be the uniform topology on CP(X, Y) determined by the countable family

of pseudo-metrics {pi;p}. Intuitively this topology should be the one called the

Cp-topology of compact convergence, as it is the topology induced on CP(X, Y)

from the topology of uniform convergence on compacta on
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C0(X,Hom(Tp(X),Tp(Y))).

However as is well known (Kelley [1, p. 230]), the topology of compact conver-

gence and the compact open topology are equivalent. Hence tp = xp. xp is given

by a countable family of pseudo-metrics. Hence (CP(X, Y),tp) is a metric space

with the metric pp = ¿ZfLy2~'pipl(I + php). Furthermore an easy local argument

will show it is a complete metric space. Let p, = Xp=0p,;P/(l + p,tP), where the

{pip} are constructed as above for all p ^ 0. Let z be the topology in C(X, Y)

induced by the pseudo-metrics {p¡}. In that the inverse limit topology is taken

from the product topology, we have that the pair (C(X, Y), t) is the inverse limit

of the pairs (CP(X, Y),?*) with the usual inclusions. Hence the topology ? is

equivalent to r. Now by the same argument as above the metric

°°    i

P     ,~i 2»   l + Pi

turns (C(X, Y),t) into a metric space. It is furthermore a complete metric space

because the C"(X, Y) were and each CP(X, Y) is a Hausdorff space. Hence C(X, Y)

is a closed subset in the inverse limit topology of \~[p^oCp(X, Y) with the product

topology. But a closed subset of a complete space is complete. Hence C(X, Y) is also

a complete metric space.

Definition A.3. A topological space X is called a Baire space if the intersection

of a countable family of open dense subsets of X is itself dense in X.

It is well known that complete metric spaces are Baire spaces. Hence we have

shown:

Proposition A.4. The spaces C"(X, Y) and C(X, Y) with the C" topology

of compact convergence and the C°° topology of compact convergence, respec-

tively, are Baire spaces.

We will now construct the second set of topologies we are interested in. Let Dp

be a metric on Horn (Tp(X), Tp(Y)), compatible with the manifold topology.

Let <5 be a positive continuous function on X. Let fe CP(X, Y). Set

Sp(f) = {geCp(X,Y)\Dp(ep(f)x,ep(g)x)<ô(x)}. Let op be the topology on

CP(X, Y) obtained by taking the sets Sp(f) one for each positive continuous function

ô on X, as the neighborhood system of fe C(X, Y). It is easy to see that this

topology is independent of the metric Dp chosen. As before the sets (CP(X, Y)

with the topology op) together with the inclusion maps form an inverse mapping

system. Hence let the pair (C(X, Y), a) be the C^-functions, with the inverse limit

topology induced from the ap. It is clear that both a" and o are Hausdorff topol-

ogies.

We now offer another description of a and o". Let (ep¡,U),i = l,2,---, be an ad-

missible atlas on X. Let Dp be the metric of the above paragraph. If/,ge CP(X, Y),

let {piiP} be the pseudo-metrics defined by pitP(f,g) = maxxfB(Dp(ep(f)x,ep(g)x)).
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Let {e¡}, i = 1,2, —, be a sequence of positive real numbers. Then Sp£j(/)

= {geCp(X, Y)\pip(f,g) < £; for every i}. Let ap be the topology defined by

letting the sets S{p}( / ), one for each sequence {e¡}, / = 1,2,—, be the neighborhood

system off.

Proposition A.5. The topology ap is equivalent to the topology ô~p.

Proof. Let fe CP(X, Y). Let «5 be a positive continuous function on X. Let

£f = infxegto(x). ef > 0 because B¿ is compact. Hence S^Ei)(f) cz SP(f).

Conversely let (s¡) be a family of positive numbers. We are finished if we can

construct a continuous function ô > 0 on X such that ô(x) < s¡ on each B¡. Each

x 6 X has a neighborhood Wx which meets at most a finite number of the B¡ ;

say Bit,—,Bt¡¡. Let sWx be a positive real number such that

0<£M, <inf(El¡,---,ei).

These neighborhoods (Wx) form an open cover of X. Pick a locally finite refinement

(Vj)JeJ of the (Wx). Let (<pj)j^j be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to the

cover {Vj}Jej. For each jeJ pick a Wx such that V¡ c Wx. Set Sj = ew . We

now define

¿(x)= I^(x)£;.

It is easy to show that this function has the desired properties.

Corollary A.6. Let ä be the inverse limit topology on C(X, Y) induced by

the ap. Then a and a are equivalent topologies on C(X, Y).

As before set p¡ = SPè02_PPi,p/(l + P,-,p). Let (e¡), i = 1,2,—, be a sequence of

positive real numbers. Let us set S(C()(/) = {ge C(X, Y) \p¡(f,g) < s¡ for every i}.

If we take the sets S(e¡)(f) one for each family (e¡), as a fundamental system of

neighborhoods of /, the topology induced on C(X, Y) is clearly equivalent to a.

Hence we have the following proposition.

Proposition A.7. Let a andx be the two topologies defined above for C(X, Y).

Then there exist bases Ba and Bz of a and x respectively such that each element

of Ba is the intersection of a countable family of x-closures of elements of Bx.

Furthermore a is finer than x.

Proposition A.8. The space C(X, Y) with the topology a is a Baire space.

Proof. Let (A„), n = 1,2, •••, be a sequence of cr-open and rx-dense subsets of

C(X, Y). Let Ba and Bt be bases for a and x respectively satisfying the conditions

of Proposition A.7. In that t is weaker than a, each A„ is T-dense. We know An can

be expressed as ÇsÇ=yA„k with each A„k -r-open. Since ^„c A„k, each Ank is

T-dense. Let U e B„. An C\ U is dense in the topology induced on U by a, by as-
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sumption. Hence An n U is also T-dense in the t topology on U. We know by

Proposition A.7 that U is r-closed. Hence Uis a complete metric space and therefore

a Baire space. Hence

p| A„:k n 1/ # 0   implies    f| A, A if # 0.
n,fc n

From now on whenever we talk about the space of functions C(X, Y) we will

mean this set with the topology er. My reason for picking this topology, which

appears to be the less natural of the two, is that the immersions and embeddings

are open subsets of C(X, Y), even when X is not compact. Finally, it is easy to

show that the topologies a and t are equivalent if and only if X is compact.
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